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(Paperback)
By Tania Elen

Elinimus, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.This is part two of the book. The entire book is also available on
Amazon. This part of the book contains 200 exercises to develop the following skills: improve
concentration: on repetitive tasks; fine motor skills: tracing dotted lines - drawing a line within
borders - coloring within borders - recreate objects; patterns: complete missing part of a pattern
(objects - numbers - letters - geometrical shapes); classify: same - different - by size (big/small) - by
shape; reading prerequisite: moving across a table row by row (8x6 table); counting: represent
numbers up to 10 - identifying numbers - count dots - trace numbers - coloring numbers - count
objects - count shapes; letters: represent letters from A to Z - identifying letters - trace letters coloring letters; identifying colors: black - blue - brown - gray - green - orange - pink - purple - red violet - yellow; identifying shapes: circle - ellipse - rectangle - square - triangle - rhombus; mapping:
one to one - one to many - many to one - objects to dots size: short/tall...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in read easier to recognize. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not di icult to understand. You can expect to like just
how the author compose this book.
-- Camilla Kub
This ebook can be worthy of a go through, and a lot better than other. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been printed in
an exceedingly easy way which is just soon after i finished reading this book where basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Seth Fritsch
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